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Specification Sheet

Part Number: TAG3-100

Dot Matrix Label, Self-Laminating, 1.0" x 1.0" x 3.75", 8 Across, White, 2500/pkg

Article Number 595-03100

Type TAG3

Color White (WH)

Features & Benefits •Dot matrix printable self-laminating vinyl has a smooth surface, allowing for

the highest resolution and print contrast using an impact printer. •The material

is a conformable vinyl, allowing it to wrap and stay around wires and cable.

•The acrylic-based adhesive bonds to a wide variety of substrates and will

remain in place long term. •Tabtag dot matrix labels are specifically made for

use in dot matrix printers for fast and easy printing. •Labels come with a

pin-feed margin to ensure that they can easily be loaded into any dot matrix

printing system.

Quantity Per pack



Product Description HellermannTyton’s self-laminating labels are used for marking wires and cable.

The clear tail overlaps and protects the printed information from abrasion,

chemicals and solvents and resists UV exposure. When printed using using

any standard dot matrix printer, clear marking and high high-contrast imaging

against the wire make this the perfect choice for durable identification.

Short Description Dot Matrix Label, Self-Laminating, 1.0" x 1.0" x 3.75", 8 Across, White,

2500/pkg

Global Part Name TAG3-100-WH

Local Order Number 2 595-03100

Variant Adhesive label

Width W (Imperial) 1.0

Width W (Metric) 25.4

Bundle Diameter Min (Imperial) 0.44

Bundle Diameter Min (Metric) 11.10

Bundle Diameter Max (Imperial) 0.87

Bundle Diameter Max (Metric) 22.20

Thickness T (Metric) 75.0

Width of Liner (Metric) 228.60

Width of Liner (imperial) 8.9

Outside Diameter Max(Imperial) 0.874



Outside Diameter Min (metric) 11.1

Outside Diameter Min(Imperial) 0.437

Outside Diameter Max (metric) 22.20

Material Type 100, Vinyl (PVC), white (WH), self laminating

Material Shortcut 100

Adhesive Acrylic

Halogen free No

Adhesive Operating Temperature -40°F to +302°F (-40°C to +150°C)

Operating Temperature (Metric) -51°F to +200°F (-46°C to +93°C)

Reach Complaint(Article 33) Yes

ROHS Complaint Yes

Certification/Specification WEB UL-Recognized

UL Recognized (US) Yes

Package Quantity(Imperial) 2500

Package Quantity (Metric) 2500



Customs Number 3919905060

Labels per Column 8

Labels per Row 8

Weight (Metric) 0.11

Weight (Imperial) 0.24
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